CSU DH Departments Who Support the November 17 Strike

**Philosophy Department**

*Marx in the 11th Thesis on Feuerbach famously chastised the philosophers for simply attempting to interpret the meaning of the world when we would all be better served if we attempted to change it. So, EVEN the philosophers support the strike!*

*Don Lewis*

**History Department**

*The Department of History CSUDH strongly support CFA’s one day strike*

The Department of History at Dominguez Hills proudly stands with CSUDH Sociology and strongly support CFA’s one day strike on November 17, 2011. We recognize that the faculty at Dominguez Hills and East Bay have voluntarily dedicated salary, time, and energies to organizing the first strikes in the CSU since the beginning of collective bargaining. We extend our heartfelt gratitude and unwavering support to the faculty and its representative, the CFA.

We need to send a message about the misplaced priorities of the Board of Trustees, which has all too commonly sacrificed quality education to calculations of political expediency. Executive and administrative salaries are at an all time high, while faculty work without a fair contract and student fees continue their exponential rise. We oppose Chancellor Reed’s efforts to renege on the terms of the 2007-2010 faculty contract, and we call upon the Board of Trustees to live up to their responsibility to hold the Chancellor accountable.

*We will honor the picket line on November 17, 2011.*

*Dr. Kate Fawver, Chair, Department of History, CSUDH*